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Managing the Enriched Experience Network –
Learning-Outcome Approach to the

Experimental Design Life-Cycle
Samson Lee, Nigel Sheridan-Smith, Tim O’Neill, John Leaney, Kumbesan Sandrasegaran and Shmuel Markovits

Abstract— Experimental design methods have long been used
in scientific areas such as agriculture, biology and physics to
minimise error and assure validity. Although most network
researchers performing experiments with testbeds and simula-
tions implicitly follow scientific method, until recently there has
been little emphasis on improving experimental design methods.
Traditional experimental design focuses on experiments where
the scope and objectives are relatively constrained, however
network research in innovative areas where there is little or no
precedence often has changing objectives that evolve over time.
We describe the learning-outcome approach to the experimental
design life-cycle that applies the concepts of systems development
life-cycle models used in software engineering, as well as learning
taxonomies used in education. Our approach extends traditional
experimental design by providing a more comprehensive and
efficient way of decomposing an experimental research project
into manageable stages that are designed rather than improvised,
leading to a well-structured way of assessing the knowledge
gained. We provide an insight into our experiences with this
approach in the context of experimental research in manage-
ment of Alcatel Australia’s new-generation Enriched Experience
Network.

Index Terms— experimental research, experimental design,
network management, enriched experience network, learning
taxonomy, systems development life-cycle

I. I NTRODUCTION

T HE problem space for themanagementof Alcatel Aus-
tralia’s new-generationEnriched Experience Network

(EEN)1 is very broad, makingexperimental researchthrough
simulation and testbed environments a daunting task. Tra-
ditionally, experimental design(ED) techniques have been
used as a strategy for planning, conducting, analysing and
interpreting experiments so that sound and valid conclusions
can be drawn efficiently, effectively and economically. ED pro-
vides experimenters a greater understanding and power over
the experimental process. However, the evolving objectives
particularly during the early stages of our project, the number
of factors associated with complex distributed systems, and
the multi-disciplinary nature of our research effort requires
an approach that not only encompasses ED as a part of
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the systems development life-cycle(SDLC) methodology, but
explicitly takes into account thelearning outcomesat each
stage of the project.

The contribution of this paper is the reporting of our early
experiences with planning theexperimental design life-cycle
(ED life-cycle) in the context of experimental research in the
management of Alcatel Australia’s new-generation EEN. To
our knowledge, there have been no published papers about
applying ED as a part of the SDLC. To our knowledge,
there have been no published papers about using the learning
taxonomies in the context of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organised in four sections.
In Section II, we provide references to some publications
about ED. In Section III, we describe the ED life-cycle as
a part of the SDLC. In Section IV, we describe how two
common learning taxonomies can be used to better understand
the learning outcomes at each stage of the project.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

R.A. Fisher [1] pioneered a major portion of theory within
the subject of ED in the 1930s, and the statistical methods have
matured in the fields of agriculture, health science and physics.
Hinkelmann and Kempthorne describe the three principles of
replication, randomisationand blocking (local control) that
need to be considered in the design of experiments through
treatment design, error-control designand sampling and ob-
servation designin [2].

The topic of ED applied to simulations can be found in
a number of papers. Hatami et al [3] describes experiences
of designed experiments as part of their simulation project
methodology from a manufacturing perspective. Work by
Donohue [4] provides an overview of research on strategic de-
sign issues that are unique to experimentation in a simulation
environment. Blosch and Antony [5] provide a case study of
the Royal Navy’s use of ED and computer-based simulation.
Law and Kelton [6] describe methods to help design the runs
for simulation models and interpreting their output.

While their work focuses on designing individual experi-
ments, they do not consider the process of breaking up a large
research project into multiple stages in the ED life-cycle.

1The commonly used term, Next Generation Network (NGN) has become
quite diluted in meaning, with some organisations using it simply to mean
everything IP, or the use of converged infrastructure for voice, video and data.
Alcatel Australia’s new-generation EEN transcends the classical view of NGN
by highlightingQuality of Experience(QoE) in the value proposition.

Enriched Experience Network and EEN are trademarks of the University
of Technology, Sydney and Alcatel Australia Limited.
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III. T HE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN L IFE-CYCLE

Some experiments can be planned with all objectives known
at the beginning of the project, while larger and more complex
experiments can only be designed after discoveries are made
from earlier exploratory experiments. When the problem space
is very broad, it is logical to break up the experiments into
stages that are more manageable. Instead of simply changing
the objectives as discoveries are made, the experiments need
to systematicallyevolve over time. Consideration must be
given to ensure that the experiments are designed and not
just improvised whenever changes to objectives are made.
Our approach to ED recognises that experimental research
has a life-cycle with a beginning, an operational life and a
conclusion similar to the SDLC.

Thiele introduces the basic concepts of SDLC processes in
[7]. An SDLC model depicts the significant phases or activities
of a software systems project from conception until the product
is retired. It specifies the relationships between project phases,
including transition criteria, feedback mechanisms, milestones,
baselines, reviews, and deliverables.

Three fundamental life-cycle models are introduced in
ISO/IEC TR 15271 [8] and further refined using system life-
cycle stages in ISO/IEC 15288 [9]. They are the waterfall,
incremental, and evolutionary models. Typically, a life-cycle
model addresses the following phases of a software project:
requirements, design, implementation, integration, testing, op-
erations and maintenance.

In the context of experimental research, we are design-
ing and performing experiments instead of designing and
implementing software systems. The requirements phase in
the SDLC model is adapted to the objective, questions and
hypotheses phase of the ED life-cycle. The software design
phase adapts to the ED life-cycle considerations consisting
of treatment design, error control designand observation
designas described in [2]. The implementation phase adapts to
actually performing the experiments to obtain results. Instead
of resulting in a software build that is integrated, tested
and used, we result in knowledge that is synthesised at the
conclusion of each stage of the ED life-cycle.

The choice of which model to use in the ED life-cycle de-
pends on a number of things: how well known the objectives,
questions and hypotheses are; the number of experimental
factors that have been identified; how well the investigator
understands the problem (as classified in the learning outcome
taxonomy in the next section); whether the objectives are
expected to change and evolve throughout the project; and how
soon the investigator is required to produce documentation to
communicate progress status.

The waterfall modelis essentially a single-pass approach
based on experimental objectives, questions and hypotheses
gathered at the start of the project. The single pass approach
is similar to the classical ED process for an individual experi-
ment, and has relevance to projects with relatively simple and
well-defined experimental objectives. This model is imprac-
tical for most research projects because it is unable to deal
with the complexity of numerous factors. The remaining two
models are more suitable for complex experimental research.
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Fig. 1. Incremental Experimental Design Life-Cycle Model
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary Experimental Design Life-Cycle Model

The incremental model(Fig. 1) uses a pre-defined set of
multiple passes based on a set of experimental objectives,
questions and hypotheses defined at the start of the project but
that are implemented through a series of stages. The objectives
are not expected to change throughout the project. The stages
may be serial and / or partially overlapped in parallel. Though
the objectives, questions and hypotheses are all known and
defined at the start of the project, the relationships between
each individual experiment does not need to be known. All of
the factors that can be controlled are known before performing
any experiment. This model is similar to factor grouping
in traditional ED. Experience gained at each finished stage
does not significantly affect the objectives of the next stage.
From the researcher’s point of view, the knowledge and
understanding of the topic will increase incrementally.

The evolutionary model(Fig. 2) differs in that the experi-
mental objectives, questions and hypotheses are progressively
derived and refined with each stage. This is ideal in cases
where objectives are unclear or can not be defined due to lack
of knowledge in the area being investigated. It is important
with this model to constrain the number of stages to an
appropriate number as the initial lack of clear experimental
objectives will often result in some back-tracking. This model
is best suited when there has been no precedence to the
research being performed. Experience with each finished stage
is incorporated in objectives for the next experimental stage.
From the researcher’s point of view, the knowledge and
understanding of the topic will “evolve” over time.

In practice, these fundamental models may be combined to
create hybrid models more suitable for a particular situation.
For example, the investigator may begin with a number of
simple experiments using an incremental approach. This is
useful because the results of these simple experiments may be
documented early in the project to demonstrate the issues to
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management and non-technical personnel. Following the first
set of simple experiments, a number of stages may be planned
using an evolutionary approach.

Much of the motivation behind utilising a life-cycle model is
to provide structure to avoid the problems of the ‘undisciplined
hacker’. In the same manner, encompassing ED as part of the
SDLC methodology allows investigators to break up a large
experimental project into manageable stages – an approach
that might be familiar to some engineers, but not all. However
there are some key differences to the design of systems and
the design of experiments for research. The ultimate goal of
systems design is to make a product that satisfies requirements,
whereas in research, the investigator is interested in gaining
knowledge and understanding a topic. Developed systems
are more tangible and foreseeable than the knowledge that
is uncovered in research. This learning process needs to be
formally characterised so that we are actively aware of the
outcomes and capabilities at each stage of the ED life-cycle.

IV. T HE LEARNING-OUTCOME APPROACH

The application of learning taxonomies such as Bloom’s
Cognitive Taxonomy of Learning2 [10] and Biggs and Collis’
Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome (SOLO)3 [11],
[12], [13] can help in understanding the learning outcomes at
each stage of the project. By approaching the ED life-cycle
with a focus on learning outcomes, these taxonomies allow the
project goals and objectives to evolve without compromising
design, and provides a convenient structure for management
to keep track of progress in terms of knowledge gained. In a
multi-disciplinary research effort such as ours, the learning-
outcome approach helps plan the ED life-cycle by structuring
the understanding of each other’s perspectives in order to
integrate separate ideas into a coherent whole.

Some examples of how SOLO can be used to characterise
levels of performance when carrying out experimental research
are provided below.

At the first level, termedpre-structural, the investigator is
unable to or can not design an experiment or test a hypothesis.
This is the stage where either nothing can be done or some-
thing is done for no real reason other than the fact that it can
be done. This is the stage that describes the “undisciplined
hacker”, who might be skilled at connecting wires together,
but is unable to havea priori questions and hypotheses. There
is nothing wrong with starting out by exploring the problem
space at a pre-structural level because this experience is often
the stepping stone to the subsequent levels.

In the second level, termeduni-structural, the investigator
designs single experiments and provides simple hypotheses.
The ED assumes that the answer can be found in one step,
and that there is only one answer. For example, a student

2Bloom created this taxonomy for categorizing level of abstraction of
questions that commonly occur in educational settings. The six stages in
increasing complexity are: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis,
synthesis, and evaluation.

3Biggs provides a systematic way of organising how a learner’s performance
grows in complexity when mastering many tasks. The five stages in increasing
complexity are: pre-structural, uni-structural, multi-structural, relational, and
extended abstract.

researching Differentiated Services might provide a single
hypothesis that traffic marked as Expedited Forwarding will
be protected even when co-existing with heavy background
traffic. In this case, the student is not too sure why this happens
and is not aware of cases where this might not be true.

In the third level, termedmulti-structural, the investigator
designs more than one experiment and provides multiple
hypotheses but generally does not inter-relate these. The ED
still tends to assume that the answer can be found in one
step, but a collection of single step experiments are offered
to choose from. For example, the student in the previous
example might provide another hypothesis that traffic marked
as Expedited Forwarding will start to be dropped when the
throughput exceeds a certain rate. In this case, the student is
not too sure why this happens and is not aware of the effects
of dropping aggregate traffic.

In the fourth level, termedrelational, the investigator de-
signs more than one experiment, provides multiple hypotheses,
and demonstrates a clear understanding of inter-relationships
between these – either through some reasoned logic, a theory
or through a method of evaluating and selecting the most
appropriate design and hypothesis. ED is characterised by a
multi-stage approach to a determination of the “facts”. For
example, the student in the previous examples now also has
a clear understanding that Expedited Forwarding traffic will
only be protected if the PHB has been over-provisioned, and
that if much aggregate traffic is dropped, then there will be
adverse effects for numerous micro-flows.

In the fifth level, termedextendedabstract, the investigator
designs more than one experiment and provides multiple
hypotheses that not only demonstrate a clear understanding
of interrelationships but also extend the initial problem. For
example, the student in the previous examples recognises some
issues with Differentiated Services and extends the problem
by suggesting there may be a need for admission control
management to solve this particular issue.

The application of the SOLO taxonomy in experimental net-
work research is one way of structuring the knowledge gained
from each experimental stage. Depending on the difficulty of
the experimental research, it may be beneficial to begin by
constraining the objectives, questions and hypotheses to the
early levels in order to obtain familiarity and gain a complete
understanding of the problem space. As the understanding of
the topic increases, this naturally leads to the progression to
more advanced levels.

V. EXPERIENCES ATALCATEL AUSTRALIA

Our project is framed around the problem of managing Al-
catel Australia’s new-generation Enriched Experience Network
(EEN). One aspect is Policy-based Network Management,
which is briefly described in the first part of this section.

To perform experimental research and to verify and validate
our results, we are developing the Open Experimental Platform
(OEP) consisting of a number of advanced network testbeds
and simulation environments that are representative of core,
edge, access and customer layers of EENs. We are highlighting
the importance of the learning-outcome approach to the ED
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life-cycle in the OEP to minimise error, assure validity and
increase efficiency. We describe our experiences with selecting
stages in the ED life-cycle for our research in the second part
of this section.

A. What is Policy-Based Network Management?

Policy is a generalised concept that formalises the speci-
fication of system behaviour. A particular application of this
concept is called Policy-based Network Management (PBNM).
This is a novel approach that fuses IP networks with the
service-level management concepts that are more common in
traditional telecommunications network management systems.

Most IP networks are managed in a device-centric fashion
since there are numerous issues with the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) [14], [15], [16]. Since SNMP
has not kept pace with the evolution of IP network devices
and each vendor’s specific features, it is primarily used for
periodic monitoring. Devices tend to be configured manually
by Command Line Interfaces (CLI) or semi-automated scripts.
The lack of a coherent and service-orientated management
platform for IP networks is a serious issue for EENs that will
significantly increase operational costs and lower availability
as operators struggle to keep up with their unreliable and
unpredictable networks.

PBNM can potentially contribute to a number of important
areas in network management. Providing a cohesive interface
that performs comprehensive network management functions
helps operators to cope with the increasing complexity of
the network through a unified information model [14]. This
interface also provides greater opportunities for automation
[17] and inter-operability [18] since vendor-specifics can be
hidden by increasing the abstraction of the configuration
models. Large-scale networks will benefit the most since the
scalability of management will be vastly improved and service-
level management will become the primary concern of these
automated network management systems.

EENs go far beyond the requirements of the existing IP
networks that are prevalent in enterprises since they must
deal with carrier-class issues. The introduction of multiple
diverse services that will be customer and service focussed
establishes the need for measures that provide a Quality of
Experience (QoE) to the subscribers to ensure their satisfaction
and enjoyment of the services that they are paying for [16].
This translates to some capability for end-to-end Quality of
Service (QoS) within the network itself, since application
performance is a large contributor to contentment with the
offered services.

Unfortunately, end-to-end QoS is still not a reality and com-
prehensive and reactive management systems are necessary to
close the gap on service management through intelligent Traf-
fic Engineering [19] and other approaches. This is often called
dynamic policy, since the behaviour is modified over time.
One form of dynamic policy isfeedback, where monitoring
activities by the management system lead to changes in the
low-level policies [14], [17], [20], [21]. In this case, the man-
agement system is adjusting the network according to changes
in demand or changing network conditions. Another form of

dynamic policy isoutsourcingthe management responsibilities
to other agents and the network devices to respond to dynamic
events [22].

It is well noted that policies are to be expected to change
dynamically due to changing network conditions or due to
evolutionof needs and requirements over time. In this case pol-
icy is a means of making management systems programmable
without a full system re-development [23]. This flexible and
graceful evolution will help to improve adaptability and reduce
management system churn.

This is not to say that the policy road is without ordeals. The
only policy schema mapping currently defined is LDAP-based,
which lacks change notification and transactional/referential
integrity [14], [20], [24] that are necessary for dynamic pol-
icy management. Additional areas of work include non-QoS
models, policy language standardisation, policy refinement and
conflict detection/resolution.

It is important to recognise that few of these claims about
policy have ever been validated formally or applied to real-
life production systems of large scale [17]. Regardless of
whether “policy” is used or not, we must evaluate the im-
portance of changes to the configuration of the network to
maintaining service-level qualities. Here lies the importance
of the learning-outcome approach to the ED life-cycle in its
application to experimental research and validation of these
policy claims.

B. Stage Selection

Network management and policy are becoming more com-
plicated: this requires us to start somewhere simple to build
up a more complex understanding of what policy is and
where it will help. We consider that the differences between
having static and dynamic policies are significant to network
management, since one does not perform any configuration
changes, whereas the other modifies the static policies in
accordance with monitoring and feedback from the network.
Once we make observations in simple experiments, we can
evolve our ED to formulate new objectives and hypotheses
according to the results. There might be a need to apply
more iteration or recursion if the results largely contradict our
expectations.

Additionally we consider that policy becomes more complex
through its pervasiveness in two dimensions. The horizontal
dimension considers the richness of the policy model in
capturing the mechanisms for control and monitoring. The
vertical dimension considers the levels of abstraction of the
policy models that help to bridge the gap between high-
level requirements and SLAs and low-level device behaviours.
These additional dimensions are other ways that we can
expand the complexity and breadth of our experiments in
terms of analysing policy. The horizontal dimension provides
more adaptability, whereas the vertical dimension adds more
dynamic behaviour and responsiveness.

We will start with experiments to examine traffic behaviour
without QoS provisions (no policy control - “best-effort”
traffic handling, no policing, etc). This will be followed by the
introduction of simple, static policies such as the application of
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TABLE I

POSSIBLESTAGES

Static and Dynamic Horizontal Pervasiveness Vertical Pervasiveness

No Policy No Policy No Policy

Static Policy Centralised Policy Device-Level Policy

Dynamic Policy Partially Distributed Policy Medium-Level Policy

Architected Policy Distributed Policy Service-Level Policy

Differentiated Services, queuing and scheduling, traffic polic-
ing, etc. By keeping the configuration relatively unchanged
through the experiment we can analyse and evaluate the
behaviour of the network under a fixed configuration. We can
see the influence that the treatment has on the network traffic
and apply ED approaches to reduce the likelihood of error.
This will provide us with insight that helps us to understand
the benefits and limitations of various techniques for QoS.

Through this approach we are testing our understanding
within our limited scenarios and incrementally validating the
results that we obtain.

The next step is to formulate and develop models of how
dynamic QoS policy can be applied to influence network
and traffic behaviour. Ideally, the management system will
use feedback from monitoring and network measurement to
influence its decisions about how to control the network
configuration to improve efficiency, manage service quality,
or to deal with changes in the network environment. We can
test hypotheses that we set for ourselves to evaluate whether
the actions we have specified improve or worsen the situation
according to our expectations. Ideas here can be gathered by
examining one or more existing approaches used in research
systems and comparing them quantitatively. A basic proposal
for our evolutionary stages is shown in Table 1.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our early experiences with planning the ED life-cycle
for the management of Alcatel Australia’s new-generation
Enriched Experience Network has been very positive. The
learning-outcome approach has been found to be very effective
and efficient for assessing the progress of the project, partic-
ularly because of the broad objectives and multi-disciplinary
nature of the research effort.

We highlighted the importance of methodology in network
research and presented the framework to a learning approach
to the ED life-cycle. In essence, to efficiently perform ED in
our experimental research, the concepts from systems develop-
ment life-cycles and the learning-outcome taxonomies can be
applied. The application of software life-cycle management
is advantageous since research projects using testbeds and
simulations are often complex in nature requiring rigourous
and well-structured methodology. Since network research is
essentially a learning process, the application of the SOLO
(learning outcome) taxonomy helps to structure the knowledge
gained from each stage of the ED life-cycle.

We are currently using and further assessing this approach
and will be documenting our experiences with the learning-
outcome approach to the ED life-cycle. A number of detailed
experiments have been planned.
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